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Stocks staged an impressive rally during the second quarter, continuing the momentum that 
started in late March.  It was the strongest quarterly return for the S&P 500 since the fourth 
quarter of 1998 and was nearly enough to bring the index back to even for the year.  Investors 
cheered the prospects of a vaccine and the easing of restrictions that were put in place to slow the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
The first six months of the year were akin to a roller coaster ride for stocks.  As the descent on an 
amusement park roller coaster is much faster and terrifying than the climb, so too were the fall 
and rise of stocks over the last two quarters. The initial decline that started in late February 
resulted in the S&P 500 index losing over one-third of its value during a 23-day period.  The 
recovery, starting in late March, churned higher over the subsequent two- and one-half months, 
ultimately pushing the index into positive territory for the year in early June.  The index gave up 
some ground through the remainder of the quarter to finish down slightly for the year. 
 
All S&P 500 sectors posted positive performance for the second quarter.  However, only the 
technology and consumer discretionary sectors are positive for the year.  While many individual 
stocks and sectors have rebounded since the March lows, the technology sector has driven a large 
portion of the recovery. 
 
2020 consensus earnings per share growth for the S&P 500 was 10% at the start of the year.  
Current projections are for earnings to fall 22% this year, a staggering revision brought about by 
the lockdowns initiated to halt the spread of COVID-19.  While a recovery is widely expected in 
the second half of this year and early next year, many companies have withdrawn their forward 
earnings guidance, making it difficult to accurately gauge the future trend in earnings. 
 
Much of the stock market rally in recent months has been the result of investors looking beyond 
the abysmal numbers recorded in the first half of the year to a better outlook as the economy 
reopens.  The economy contracted 5% on an annualized basis in the first quarter and the Atlanta 
Fed is projecting it to have fallen 35% in the second quarter.  Nearly 25 million people were 
collecting unemployment benefits in May.  The number of people unemployed has been slowly 
trending lower, yet remains very high. 
 
Trillions of dollars in aid have been approved by Congress, and additional funds are currently 
being negotiated, to support workers and the economy through this unprecedented time.  Many 
shelter-in-place orders and other restrictions lapsed or were eased starting in April allowing 
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business activities to resume.  However, a recent surge in new COVID-19 cases has led to the 
reinstatement of restrictions in some locations calling into question how robust and sustainable 
the economic recovery will be. 
 
Ultimately, a vaccine will be a vital component to the economy fully reopening, and on that 
front, there have been some positive developments.  There are many vaccines currently under 
development and several have shown promising results in early stage trials.  While there is no 
guarantee that any of the trials will pass regulatory scrutiny, there is the possibility that a vaccine 
will be made available much sooner than anyone imagined possible when the pandemic first 
emerged. 
 
We are living through an extraordinary time in our history.  The pandemic has exacted a heavy 
toll on human life.  Unemployment spiked at an unprecedented rate.  Businesses that took a 
lifetime to build have been permanently shuttered at no fault of their own.  Social unrest is 
spreading across the country.  Social distancing, masks, and other unfamiliar customs are 
becoming increasingly normal.  
 
All the items listed above, in addition to others that could fill a page, have caused great unease, 
pain, and uncertainty across the country.  The forthcoming election in November adds another 
element of uncertainty to the equation.  One of the greatest unknowns is the path new COVID-19 
cases will take this fall in the absence of a vaccine. 
 
In light of the uncertainties highlighted, it is important to reiterate what has been a constant 
theme in these letters for over 3 decades: market timing does not work.  To illustrate this point, 
let us travel back to March 23 of this year.  Who among us would have predicted that an investor 
in the S&P 500 index would have realized a return of 39% over the subsequent two months?  
However, that is exactly what happened.  It is often in the times of greatest uncertainty that the 
greatest opportunities exist.  Now, as always, it is a well thought out and well-constructed 
investment plan, rather than market timing, that will lead to success. 


